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I have a K46C-0062493 with about 800 hours on a mower. I was trying to switch it from push to forward and I accidentally over did it. I reset it, checked the pump off and tried again. This time I just heard the pump running. Tried again with no luck, and this time I checked the drive belt. It was loose and i was able to
loosen it some but it was not enough so I just took it off. Loosened the gasket on the axle and removed the shaft which was slightly stuck. Then I started to take the axle out but when I reached the end of the axle shaft, it was stuck and I had to remove the clutch. I was able to remove the axle shaft. The plastic gear I

just measured to see how deep it was bent in and it was bent about 1.5 or 2 inches. I don't know if the bent gears were the problem, but I changed the belts and the transmission worked fine, but my push mower just would not run. When I tried to put the transmission back on, my hands had blood dripping through the
motor and the control lever. I am not sure how I did it but I hurt my hands and they bleed pretty bad. I have a 2000 Ford F350 truck, it has about 208 hours on it. Recently, I was replacing the water pump and noticed a drop in fluid in the transmission. When i picked up the trans and looked at the fluid level it was less
than half. I took the transmission apart and noticed that a couple of the gears were missing. I replaced them and the trans worked fine. Recently, i started this truck up and it would not start. It was running fine, but it would not start. I checked the fluid and it was at a full level. When i checked my alternator it was not
charging the battery. I checked the battery cable and it looked good. I have a chevy silverado, and it sounds like nothing. When i let it sit for 30 minutes while i was getting ready to go to work the truck started up and idled fine. Its only been happening on occasion for the last couple of weeks. I have a 2000 Ford F350

lt180 that has 260 hours on it. Earlier this year, i had the battery replaced. When i checked the voltage, the was off. The charging cable looked good. I have a Johnson pro 2000 2400 watt alternator that is brand new. I replaced the fuse and checked the contacts and they looked good. I did check and make sure the
charge is on before i start the truck. When i removed the cap on the battery, it looked good and i did not see anything out of the ordinary. When i was getting ready to go to work, i started the truck, let it sit for 30 minutes, and when i let it sit for 10 more minutes it started. Then when i let it idle for another 5 minutes, it

fired up and idled fine. It does this to and from work. When i checked the fluid level in the trans, it was almost empty. Does anyone have any idea what the problem could be or what to check next?
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I have a K46C-0062493 with about 800 hours on a mower. I was trying to switch
it from push to forward and I accidentally over did it. I reset it, checked the pump
off and tried again. This time I just heard the pump running. Tried again with no
luck, and this time I checked the drive belt. It was loose and i was able to loosen

it some but it was not enough so I just took it off. Loosened the gasket on the
axle and removed the shaft which was slightly stuck. Then I started to take the
axle out but when I reached the end of the axle shaft, it was stuck and I had to
remove the clutch. I was able to remove the axle shaft. The plastic gear I just

measured to see how deep it was bent in and it was bent about 1.5 or 2 inches. I
don't know if the bent gears were the problem, but I changed the belts and the

transmission worked fine, but my push mower just would not run. When I tried to
put the transmission back on, my hands had blood dripping through the motor
and the control lever. I am not sure how I did it but I hurt my hands and they
bleed pretty bad. I have a 2000 Ford F350 truck, it has about 208 hours on it.

Recently, I was replacing the water pump and noticed a drop in fluid in the
transmission. When i picked up the trans and looked at the fluid level it was less

than half. I took the transmission apart and noticed that a couple of the gears
were missing. I replaced them and the trans worked fine. Recently, i started this

truck up and it would not start. It was running fine, but it would not start. I
checked the fluid and it was at a full level. When i checked my alternator it was

not charging the battery. I checked the battery cable and it looked good. I have a
chevy silverado, and it sounds like nothing. When i let it sit for 30 minutes while i
was getting ready to go to work the truck started up and idled fine. Its only been

happening on occasion for the last couple of weeks. I have a 2000 Ford F350
lt180 that has 260 hours on it. Earlier this year, i had the battery replaced. When

i checked the voltage, the was off. The charging cable looked good. I have a
Johnson pro 2000 2400 watt alternator that is brand new. I replaced the fuse and

checked the contacts and they looked good. I did check and make sure the
charge is on before i start the truck. When i removed the cap on the battery, it
looked good and i did not see anything out of the ordinary. When i was getting

ready to go to work, i started the truck, let it sit for 30 minutes, and when i let it
sit for 10 more minutes it started. Then when i let it idle for another 5 minutes, it

fired up and idled fine. It does this to and from work. When i checked the fluid
level in the trans, it was almost empty. Does anyone have any idea what the

problem could be or what to check next? 5ec8ef588b
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